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STD-4C Mailboxes

and Accessories

STD-4C Mailbox Suites
The Key to Good Design
The U.S. Postal Service Operations Manual provides the
USPS with autonomy in determining the appropriate
mode of delivery; which includes the location and type of
equipment to be used. For multi-family new construction,
that is most often the STD-4C mailbox.

Our robust versatileTM 4C mailbox line was developed
with a simple to use modular system that provides a very
flexible solution for your individual project needs - taking
the guesswork out of meeting the necessary USPS
requirements and/or ADA Fair Housing requirements, too.

As the first manufacturer to introduce a full USPS
Approved line of mailboxes which met the mandatory
USPS wall-mounted mailbox standard (STD) in 2006,
we have continued to evolve the product line in order
to keep pace with changing marketplace demands.

As an architecturally specified product, we take the
guesswork out of the process by providing standard
pre-configured options for simple installations, or give you
the ability to custom-build a solution which will make your
centralized mail center stand out from all the rest.
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We are also pleased to offer you numerous industry
exclusive standard features, finishes, and accessories; all
providing greater design flexibility and installation solutions
than any other STD-4C mail equipment available on the
market today. So, whether you are replacing an outdated

mailbox installation, or starting a new construction project,
Imperial stands ready to assist you.

Surface-mounted 4C mailboxes are perfect for limited wall depth projects.

These rugged 4C mailboxes are weather-resistant and can be used indoors or out.
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versatileTM 4C Mailboxes
Flexibility without the fuss
Our versatileTM 4C mailboxes provide a simple, easy-to-use ‘pre-configured’
line of mailboxes and parcel lockers which all meet or exceed every security
requirement of the USPS STD-4C regulation for wall-mounted mail
receptacles. By providing different “suite” height options, adding the right
module to your installation is quick and easy.
Offering more than 140 different individual modules to select from, plus the
ability to configure any base module,Imperial has the most robust line of
USPS Approved 4C products and installation accessories on the market today.

Product Design and Security Features
Standard pre-configured modules with integrated parcel lockers in 12
different heights (as shown below)

Max Height

15 Doors
High

14 Doors
High

13 Doors
High

13 Doors
High

12 Doors
High

11 Doors
High

10 Doors
High

ADA Suite

9 Doors
High

8 Doors
High

7 Doors
High

6 Doors
High

• Thick, reinforced collection door to prevent break-ins

• One piece extruded hinge to prevent prying

• Master front-loading door has interlocking,
overlapping seams to prevent prying

• Multi-unit connector kit hardware supplied with every
module for easier installation across larger openings

• Integrated outgoing mail collection compartment
with weather protection hood and anti-fishing comb

• Hardy stainless steel latching hook cam on every
tenant door with EXCLUSIVE double- latching cam
on all oversized doors

• Solid aluminum frame protects
adjacent customer/collection
compartments

Color Options

• EXCLUSIVE double-latching parcel locking mechanism
design for added door security and strength

Customize your versatileTM 4C module with one of eight different architectural color
options, all in a durable, powder coat finish.
Colors shown are representative of the actual powder coat finish but are limited by printing conditions and may vary
slightly from finished product.

Antique
Bronze
(AB)
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Black
(BK)

Dark
Bronze
(DB)

Gold
Speck
(GS)

Postal
Grey
(PG)

Sandstone
(SD)

Silver
Speck
(SS)

White
(WH)

STD-4C Mailboxes

Interlocking, overlapping
seams to prevent prying

Heavy duty tenant cam lock
with three keys

Integrated Outgoing Mail Slot
with weather protection hood

Standard decals or
3/4” H engraving
Solid aluminum integrated outgoing
mail collection compartment prepared
for USPS installed Arrow Lock

Product and manufacturer ID
serial tag

Easy release handle
to open master gate

Fully integrated parcel locker(s)
with key trapping lock

Rugged, weather-resistant
powder coat finish

Stainless steel hold open
door catch on each side
of master gate

Aluminum comb prevents
mail fishing in outgoing mail
collection compartment

Heavy duty cam latches
through frame for added
security
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Options for STD-4C Mounting
4C Recessed Mount
All standard 4C modules are designed to be recessed into their
mounting; whether it is directly into a wall, enclosure, or casing.
The most common way to install the 4C modules is into a wall.
We make installation easy by providing a Multi-Unit
Connector Kit (MUCK) for each specified module. This connector
can be used to secure multiple units across a larger rough opening,
eliminating the need for studs.
It also ensures your installation has a clean look
as units are pulled together tightly so they are
mounted flush to one another, reducing any
potential gaps between modules.
Multi-Unit Connector Kit
(MUCK)

Standard Features
•

Rugged, weather-resistant powder coat finish resists scratching and vandalism

•

Constructed of heavy gauge aluminum and 300 series stainless steel components
for superior strength, corrosion resistance and outdoor durability

•

Solid aluminum mail slot frame design protects adjacent customer compartment
and collection compartment

•

Unique double-locking parcel locking mechanism design for added mail package
security

•

USPS-1172 910A lock with three (3) keys

4CSM Surface Mount
Designed for indoor or outdoor use, this heavy duty mailbox enclosure
allows 4C modules to easily be mounted to any flat surface. A mounting
collar is included with all 4C-SM modules and is ideal for settings with
limited wall depth or material that makes it difficult to cut in a rough
opening. The surface collar matches the 4C module ensuring your final
installation achieves a sleek, finished look while the easy-to-assemble
slotted back design of the collar also simplifies installation.

Standard Features
•

4C collars are designed to fit and attach easily to ALL front-loading
versatile™ 4C modules for both single- and double-wide configurations.

•

All aluminum construction in rugged, weather-resistant powder coat finishest

•

Easy-to-assemble collar has industry EXCLUSIVE slotted back designed for
ease in installation and reduction of overall unit weight.

•

Unique double-locking parcel locking mechanism design
for added mail package security

•

USPS-1172 910A lock with three (3) keys
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Mounting collar

4C Depot Cabinet
The versatile 4C Depot cabinet is a free-standing installation option for our secure,
durable STD-4C wall-mounted mailboxes and parcel lockers. The Depot offers
versatile options for limited indoor spaces, as it can be installed outside or inside.

Standard Features
•

Rugged, weather-resistant powder coat finish resists scratching & vandalism

•

Constructed of heavy gauge aluminum and 300 series stainless steel components for
superior strength, corrosion resistance and outdoor durability

•

Solid aluminum mail slot frame design protects adjacent customer compartment and
collection compartment

•

Unique double-locking parcel locking mechanism design for added mail package
security

•

Cabinet (included) is all aluminum construction in rugged, weather-resistant powder
coat finish for outdoor use

•

USPS-1172 910A lock with three (3) keys

•

All 4C-D modules include matching cabinet for mounting

This Depot cabinet needs local
servicing and USPS approval prior to
purchasing unless it is for private use only

Module Choices
USPS and Private
STD-4C Mailboxes

Collection
Boxes

Recycling
Bins

Over 115 individual
mailbox modules
are available, all
of which can be
customized with
oversized doors
and lock options
for both postal and
private delivery
applications.

These secure
modules
complement
your mailbox
installation and
are designed for
all your collection
needs; postal or
private collection,
x-rays, DVD/Blue
Ray, books, etc.

Keep the
centralized mail
center tidy by
providing
receptacles for
the disposal of
unwanted mail,
or create a
recycling center
with these
matching modules.

Door ID Options
DECALS:
All 4Cs come standard
with silver adhesive
decals which are
1-1/2”H x 1-3/4”W.
Black lettering can
contain up to five
characters per decal.
(actual size shown)

ENGRAVING:
Custom engraving
utilizes the USPS
Standard US Block
font and is 3/4” tall.
All engraving can
include up to 12
characters per line, up
to two lines per door.

(optional engraving
into aluminum door)
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